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We are all guests of the earth. Not
any one person can own the
earth and stay here forever.

When we go it means it is time for us to
leave the earth. Some guests are good
guests and do a lot of good things for
the planet. Some guests are not so good
and do things that are not good for the
planet.

If you are a good guest, then you
will be invited to come visit the good
places again. The host
will treat you well and
be happy to see you
again. However, if
you are a bad guest,
then even if you are
invited to come back,
it will be to the places
that are not so good,
just in case you
damage the place
again. This is my
interpretation of
Buddhist and Daoist
thoughts on
reincarnation.

But a person
does not have to
believe in rein-
carnation to know
that the earth is
being damaged
everyday. There is a
hole in the
atmosphere above

Antarctica that is the size of Europe. The
atmosphere is like our skin and protects
us from all kinds of things; without it we
cannot survive. It is what separates us

from the outside universe. If we keep
doing what we are doing, the problem
will only get worse.

Nature gives us everything to
survive, oxygen to breathe, food to eat,
even medicines to help us rebalance our
bodies. But everyday we are changing
the balance on the planet, like
rearranging or even stealing the furniture
in our hosts’ house. In South America,
hundreds of acres of rainforests are

being burnt
everyday so that
Western comp-
anies can strip the
earth and get the
minerals and
metals for their
profit. The more
people think just

about getting rich, then the more
everyone on the planet will suffer.
Countries will suffer, families will
suffer, individuals will suffer. We

need to find a way to protect the planet
where we live safely and enjoy, and so
our children, our grandchildren and our
great-grandchildren can have a place as
well.

“The host will
treat you well and
be happy to see
you again.”
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Female Daoist Master, Li Cheng Yu, from China’s famous
Wudang mountains passed away on 14 January 2003 at
the age of 94 years old. She was born in the year 1909

the daughter of a very poor farming family. At the age of six
she was sold to be someone’s wife. When she was seventeen,
they were married. Around three years later, she developed a
contagious lung disease. She went up to one of the temples
at the Wudang mountain to worship at one of the special
temples for helping ill people. She met a monk called Master
Zhang Zhi Shen who treated her and helped her recover.

When she was 27 years old, she told her husband that
he should go to find another wife as she was going to become
a nun at Wudang Mountain. She was accepted to be 24th

generation disciple of the Daoism Dragon Gate Sect of Daoism.
Throughout her life she studied at several Daoist temples, but
she particularly concentrated on developing the Golden Lake
Lotus Gong. When she was 88 years old, she rejuvenated
herself. All her white hair became black. All her teeth grew
back and her skin became soft and shiny and smooth. Her

hearing went back to normal and her eyesight as well. She
could even thread fine silk through a needle without wearing
glasses.

At around 4am on the day of her death, she called up
all her lady students from their sleep and told them to change
her into clean Daoist clothing. When they were finished, she
said that she was going to practise and had everyone leave
the room. Around 5am, all the students came back to her
room to pay their respects as usual. When they bowed down,
they noticed that the stick she had kept with her for over 60
years had been dropped and they then realised that she had
passed away. She had passed away during meditation which
for Daoists means she became an Immortal. She was buried
four days later on 18 January on the east side of Purple Cloud
Temple cemetery. Master Li Cheng Yu has been recorded as
one of the long life people’s in the Wudang Mountain history.
All her life she was very compassionate and loved to help
others. She has students in over 36 countries and all over
China.

94 Year Old
Lady Daoist
Becomes
Immortal

94 Year Old
Lady Daoist
Becomes
Immortal

World Tai Chi and
Qigong Day - Hawaii

There are already tens of thousands
who practise some kind of Chinese
internal art. But there are many

people who still donot know what Qigong
is or who have never seen anyone
actually performing Tai Chi (Taijiquan).
So in order to help promote more public
awareness about the Chinese skills of
Qigong and Tai Chi, a day was selected
for an annual World Tai Chi and Qigong
Day. To help celebrate a healthier world,

join various local Hawaii schools and
teachers who will gather together at
Kapiolani Park, near the area across the
road from the Waikiki Aquarium on
Saturday, 12 April at 10am.

For further information,
email: momidragon@aol.com

Everyone is welcome whether as either
a by-stander or participant.
Bring the whole family and enjoy!

New Classes
The Tse Qigong Centre is pleased to
announce the formation of two new
classes, on the opposite sides of the
globe!

Brisbane - Australia
Wild Goose Qigong
contact: Jane Pollard/Vera Externest
61 7 4632 0828.
jwdpollard@hotmail.com or
vexternest@hotmail.com.

Berkshire - UK
Wing Chun Kung Fu
contact: Jeremy Dallow
07905 177821
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Polo Shirt
F ive years ago, I introduced having

a polo shirt as part of the Centre
membership. I had just visited the Shaolin Temple

in China and saw all of the students there had a
special t-shirt which they wore during their classes. It
looked very impressive and made them like a
community. I have always seen the Tse Qigong Centre
like a family and I think that polo shirt helps to connect
all of us together. It is also for us to wear at any
events, courses, demonstrations or going to visit other
places together. In this kind of situation, without a
shirt, it looks like people without any connection
together.

When I see everyone wearing the shirt in class to practise, I know that they are connecting not with just me, but all
of the Centre students around the world. I always add my writing to help give the Centre special direction for that year.
This helps to make us all stronger. A forest of trees is always stronger than one standing on its own. I hope that this will
help you to understand why we offer a Centre polo shirt. It is so all of us benefit and become stronger like a family.

This is why I have decided to have the membership include the polo shirt again. Memberships will be the same as
they were last year and will include the polo shirt, reduced seminar fees and membership card booklet. If you have any
questions, please do not hesitate to contact your nearest Centre or your instructor.

With best wishes, Michael Tse

Dear Sifu,
I wanted to send you this story as it may be useful for

the magazine ,or indeed if you had any thoughts or advice
then I should be most interested in what you both think about
this situation.

My twenty year old son went to a pub he had never
been to before as he was accompanying a friend who was to
be the DJ there for the evening. The bar was empty for the
early part of the night and so they took turns to play music
and just enjoy themselves. This bar was not in their home
area. After a couple of hours, a gang of about fifteen youths
came in very aggressively.

They may have been drunk or “high”.
They pushed into my son and the DJ and
immediately indicated they wanted a fight.
They singled out my son, telling him they
would “bite off his nose”, ”kick his head in”
etc. My son is a good person and non-
violent. At first he tried to calm them down
saying that he didn’t want any trouble and
would just leave.

At that point one of the gang told
him, “He would have him”, and hit him
two or three times. My son pretended he
was hurt in an attempt to let the gang
member think he had won. However, he
and two others in particular persisted while
the others barred the doors. My son went to the landlord and
asked (in quite a panicked state by now) if there was another
way out and could he help get him out.

For whatever reason (probably because this gang was
local and he was scared of them), he refused to help my son.

At this point he was hit over the head with a bottle and others
brandishing bottles advanced towards him. Being quite athletic,
he decided the only thing to do was make a run for it. He did
and although suffering a number of blows en route, he did
escape and get out. We reported the incident to the police
and although sympathetic, they believe they have little chance
of finding the culprits.

How do I, his father, and how does he react to this?
Many people have said we should look for revenge. My son is
so very against violence and neither of us are capable of pre-
meditated violence. Some people, because they know I practise
martial arts, expect me to exact some sort of revenge. Although
I believe in fighting back if I am under attack, I cannot believe
in “going looking for trouble”. However, nagging questions do
arise like:- “Are you scared? Can you not protect your own
family? What would I do if this was my 14 year old daughter?

How does one attain the balance of being a good person and
non-violent and yet not live in fear of being taken advantage
of?” All tough questions.

My son is quite tough and has practised Qigong, and
he has suffered no lasting injury. He knows he has learned a

Unprovoked ViolenceUnprovoked Violence

How do I, his father,
and how does he react to this? Many people
have said we should look for revenge.
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lesson in life about where he goes at night and about awareness
of what is going on around him. He has also learned that no
matter how much he does not want trouble, there are others
who will stop at nothing until they have tasted blood. I have
told my son he was
right to feel fear and
that he has nothing to
feel ashamed about
and also that I admire
the way he handled
the situation.

I told him to
learn from this and
move on. Life will deal
its own revenge for
the gang members so
we do not need to
think of revenge as
this will only keep the
event in our minds.
We all must move on.

On a less
serious note, when some girls saw the
blood on his mobile phone, he received
nothing but sympathy and has had the
offer of several dates as a result of that
night. All ordeals have their “upside”. I
realise how busy you all are at the
Centre, so don’t feel you have to reply.
I simply am interested in any
observations you have from the Martial
Artists point of view.
Best wishes,
Geoff

Dear Geoff,
Thank you for your email. In a

situation like that, your son and you did
very well and have a good attitude.
Revenge has no ending and it will only
get worse. Forgiving is the right attitude
because every time that you can forgive someone’s mistake,
then other people will learn from you. Eventually their heart will

start to change and
problems will lessen
in your own life.

Your good
deed will come
back to you
someday and bring
up a good future.
Someday, you
yourself might make
a mistake and want
someone to forgive
you. According to
the universal law,
“What comes

around, goes around.” There is no way to avoid this. Good
people will always have a good result and bad people will have
a bad result. It is just waiting for the right time.

To fight back is easy, but “a big man” can forgive instead.
In today’s society, we have to be more careful. Going to a pub

at night is not always a good idea as emotions can run high
and tempers easy to come out. If you do not go into this kind of
situation, then less trouble will happen.

If someone is studying Qigong, sometimes they will have
the feeling that something bad is going to
happen before it occurs. This can be just
a funny feeling, or a stronger fear like
feeling that something is not right. So
rather than carry on, they will not go there
or avoid the danger. My teacher, Yang Sifu,
was like this. She was in Tinnimen Square
just before everything happened, but when
she did meditation, she saw writing that
told her what would take place and so
she left.

For a martial artist, the purpose of
studying a martial art is first for self
defence. It is not just for fighting. The
second thing is the philosophy of the art
and third is for good health. All together

these make
the skill
complete. This
is the level
that a correct
martial artist
needs to reach.

I f
martial arts
are used just
for fighting
and bullying
others, then
that martial
art skil l will
also damage
the martial
artist. There
are some
martial artists
who only think

of the hard side and as a result they have lots of injuries and
pains themselves. Some of these persons have even died young
because of this.

Of course, if a martial artist is high level enough, then
he can stop other people from attack without even damaging
the other person. This is high level and takes a lot of training. A
good martial artist is humble and not aggressive. They will be
polite and non aggressive. Others may not even know that they
know martial arts. A high level martial artist will look normal
while someone who has a low level of skill will do things to
draw people’s attention to them as a martial artist.

Not everyone understands this because as they have a
television idea of a martial artist. However, a good martial artist
is healthy and will defend himself, his family and his country.
He has no fear to fight when someone is harming his people.
But for himself or for some small troubles, he might not even
fight as he knows it is not worth that kind of trouble. So for
myself, I think your son did very well to leave. Fighting back
does not always guarantee you will win the fight and in winning
you can even lose more.
Yours sincerely,
Michael Tse

and how does he react to this? Many people
have said we should look forrevenge.
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Everyday we receive many letters from people all over the world, sometimes asking for advice,
sometimes just sharing their experience. Unless specifically asked otherwise, we will consider
these letters for possible publication in Qi Magazine. In this way, we all come together like a
family and share and help each other. That is the reason I began Qi Magazine and particularly
the PO Box. - Michael Tse

If there is anything you wish to share with others, any news or any announcements you would
like to make, send them to us. We also welcome articles (800 - 1000 words in length) on topics
appropriate.

Please write to:

UK
Qi Magazine
PO Box 59,

Altrincham WA15 8FS. UK.
email tse@qimagazine.com

USA
Tse Qigong Centre

PO Box 15807,
Honolulu, HI 96830. USA.

email tse@wildgooseqigong.com

Farewell & Thanks
Dear Sifu,

I have learned the “First 64” form
of the Dayan Qigong and practised Chen
Style Tai-Chi in the London class for about
2 years from 1996, now I am back to
Italy and I do not know if I will ever go to
England again. So I would like to take
this chance to thank you Sifu Michael Tse
and also Glenn Glossing, Shahriar, Brian
and Martin who have helped me a lot in
my practice and in understanding Qigong
and Tai-Chi.
Bye, Marco de Angelo, Italy

More and More
Hi!

I like the web site very much,
although I can’t get to it as much as
I would like. I came to it today and
enjoyed the video clip. I also
subscribe to the magazine, which is
well read. My son who practices
karate finds some of the Qi exercises
very helpful, and I find it beneficial
in my Tai Chi practices.

My neighbour of 84, and her
home-help read it too. My
neighbour always says when her hip
and her heart are fixed, she will also
practice Qigong! Many thanks for a
wonderful informative, and useful
magazine and web site. It is like
having experts in my home all, day
every day!
Caroline

Dear Caroline,
Thank you for your kind comments.

I am glad you and your family and friends
have enjoyed the Qi Magazine. We look
forward to bringing everyone lots more
interesting articles and information in the
New Year!
Best wishes, Michael Tse

Continuous?
Dear Master Tse,

I have been practising Qigong
following the instructions given in Michael
Tse’s book ‘Qigong, for Health and
Vitality’. I have done the exercises one
at a time. Now I wonder if this is the
correct way. Should the Balancing Gong
and the Taiji Qigong be performed as a
series of movements, i.e. continuous and
not discrete? Please guide me.
Yours sincerely
Singam, France

Dear Singham,
Thank you for your letter. The

Balancing Gong movements are all
individual exercises which are meant to
help certain illnesses or problems. Each
movement can be done just once or even
five, ten or twenty times. It is up to you.
The more you practise, then the more
smooth the exercises will feel until you
can move from one movement to theother
without hesitation, almost like a form.

With a form, we only do a
particular movement once before moving
on to the next movement. Forms are good
for making the Qi flow smoothly through
the body and improving memory, co-
ordination and flexibility. As a result,
someone with a severe back problem for
instance, may find it is not enough

concentration there to heal that area.
That is why you may want to practise an
individual movement more than once as
they are so good for healing specific
problems.

I hope this answers your question.
With best wishes,
Michael Tse

Wing Chun Fan
Dear Sifu Michael,

I hope you are okay at this
moment. I am an African boy residing in
Kenya, a country in the eastern part of
Africa. I have been a close admirer of
martial arts movies especially Kung-fu
ones and when I came across your book,
WING CHUN. I really appreciated your
effort in opening up this kind of martial
art to the outside world. I want to learn
the second part of Wing Chun, Tsum Kiu,
so that I can advance myself in this
prestigious technique. Please if you can,
avail to me the online address of your
website where I can download such
information.
Thanks Sifu
Johnson Ekiru Tukey, Kenya

Dear Johnson,
Thank you for your letter

and hope you are well. I am glad
to see that Wing Chun skill is
spreading all over the world. At
this moment, the Tsum Kiu form
is not available through our
website, though you are welcome
to visit the website and read some
of the articles on Wing Chun that
appear there. The address is
www.qimagazine.com

I hope you will keep
practising your Siu Lim Tao as this
will help prepare you for the time
when you can learn the Tsum Kiu.
With kind regards,
Michael Tse

Thank You
I would just like to say thank you

to everyone who has sent me a birthday
card and Chinese New Year card. It is
always so nice to get these, even when I
have not seen many of you for a while. It
means we are connected like a family.
Best wishes to all,
Michael Tse
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Good Things
to Share
Good Things
to Share

Our ancestors took care of the
planet and did not go too far, but in less
than two hundred years, we have done
so much to damage the planet. We have
made many, many plants and animals
extinct, have created so much toxic waste
that some places are too hazardous to
live. Every convenience we create comes
at a cost to the planet and our health.
The further we go from nature, the more
people lose the balance in their hearts.
One of my students said to me, “We
should not think of ourselves as American
or European cit izens, but as world
citizens.” If the leader of a country is
selfish, then the family will be selfish. If
the family is selfish, every citizen will be
selfish. Today we are seeing this happen,
and wars happening all the time.

If we want to have a good place
to live, we need to look at ourselves. If
we want the world to be peaceful, we
have to be peaceful ourselves. We need
to learn to treat the earth with respect,
like taking care of one of our ancestors.
We need to think of ourselves as guests,
not owners. With care and compassion
for our family, then that care and
compassion will pass on to our teachers,
our employers, our leaders, our
neighbours.

It is the same for Qigong. If we
just think about the movement without
doing any meditation, we will never
change our heart. Without changing our
hearts to be more kind and to let go,
then we will not be healthy. We will
always carry the problems with us. When
we do this, it will affect our internal
organs. When the internal organs are
damaged, then the rest of the body will
be affected and we will become ill. Our
bodies are like the planet and the internal
organs are the countries that give us food
and shelter.

So in order to help the planet, we
have to understand how to be good
guests. In order to be healthy, we have
to learn how to be good guests for our
body. When we learn how to take care
of our health and relationships, then we
will know how to take care of the planet.
We can be good guests and be invited
back again. Even other nice places will
invite you to come, as they have heard
you are a good guest.

During my time of ’growing up’ in our Qigong family, learning, listening,
and watching Sifu and the seniors teaching, noticing how we all interact
with each other, my understanding of the idea that we are a part of this

huge world wide family has caused an awakening of Spirit, a deeper sense of
belonging has been nurtured. Sigong often reminds us that the most important
thing is having a Good Heart, there is no doubt in my heart that this is a wise
and skilful teaching.

After many months of being out of the country, a member of our Qigong
family turned up at class. We had often spoken of him, wondering how he was
and what he might be doing. I could see sometimes a wistful look of sadness in
Sifu, maybe thinking of the loss of a good student. This student was a good
teacher too, kind, with a lovely sense of humour. It wasn’t surprising that we all
missed him. Then suddenly, there he was!

Joyful greetings, a queue of people formed, waiting to embrace him,
and welcome him back, Sifu was one of the first to do just that.

We always start class with a warm up, (it’s a kind of bonding time, and
unites us as a group, old members and new). I feel Sifu observes how we are
as individuals, while planning what needs to be done next! This evening though,
Good Heart Feelings Emerge as the structure of tonight’s class is unfolding;

We all did Balancing Gong together, before going off to practice and
polish our many and various forms. In turn our newly returned ’brother’ went
off with a senior student to polish Wild Goose.

Good Heart Feelings Expanding; as the whole class was revolving around,
and encompassing him.

The point I am taking so long to make is this; there was no chastising, no
finger wagging,
just warm, open
and welcoming.
Good Hearts in
Abundance.

What a great
family to be a
member of.

Sue Chamberlain
Norwi ch

Have you ever been
the recipient of a
kind deed? Had
someone help in times
of trouble? Do you have
an inspiring thought that
may brighten someone
else's day? Please send
either by post or email to the
address in the front of the
magazine. Mark 'Attention-
Good Things To Share".



Qigong Massage to
Reduce Blood
Pressure

H igh blood pressure is a common
ailment. Its main symptoms are
headache and dizziness. According to

Traditional Chinese Medicine theory (TCM), if there
is something wrong with the upper part of the
body, give treatment first to the lower part of the
body. Self massage can be used to reduce the
blood pressure by rubbing and kneading the
Yongquan acupoints on the sole of the feet. TCM
calls massage at this acupoint, “taking away the
firewood from under the cauldron” and “conducting
the fire back to its origin”.

Rubbing the soles helps reduce the liver
heat, conduct the blood flow downward and lighten
the burden on the head, thus alleviating headache
and dizziness. TCM also believes that massaging
the head and neck, especially pushing and
massaging behind the ears and back of neck helps
to direct the downward flow of the blood in the
head and weaken the upsurging force of blood,
thus refreshing the brain and improving eyesight.

How to do:
1. Rub the soles of the foot with the hands before getting up in the morning and

going to bed at night. Keeping yourself warm, rub the soles of your feet 100
times each, for about two minutes. Alternatively, you can rub and knead the
right sole with your left heel and rub and knead the left sole with right heel,
100 times each. Then rub the toes with some force, not just back and forth.

2. Massage the head and neck, starting by pushing and massaging the head
from the forehead backward to the bottom of the skull behind the head. Then
turn the palms up and use the outer sides of the small fingers to push and
massage from the ear downward the small of the neck, stimulating the Fengshi
acupuncture points.

You can do the exercises in either order. You should feel relaxed in both
the head and body. It has been shown that the blood pressure is usually reduced
by 10-20 mm after these exercises and the benefit will last four to five hours. To
consolidate the curative effect, massage the head and neck anytime you wish.
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The blade has to be able to do many
things and all to a high standard. It
has to be strong enough to withstand

the blows that it delivers and receives
(though you should try to avoid
letting blades clash directly - to
avoid damage and blunting), yet it
has to be light enough to be agile
when wielded, and convenient to
carry about. It has to be soft
enough to be flexible and hard
enough to hold an edge. The
way that a sword achieves all
these things is partly
through the cross
sectional shape of the
blade and partly
through the folding
and tempering of the
metal.

The Chinese
straight sword’s
blade has a
diamond shaped
cross section and it
tapers towards the
point. The diamond
shape gives the sword
strength enough to
parry. It also stops the
sword being too
flexible along its
length. A certain
rigidity is essential to
allow the point to
puncture a body when
thrusting. The diamond shape also allows
the edge of the blade to have a
particularly acute angle. The central
portion of the blade tends to have a
softer temper than the edge. The softer
temper prevents the blade being too
brittle and the harder temper at the
edge is necessary so that the blade can
hold an edge while cutting through flesh
and bone.

You should be able to flex a good
sword blade a few inches without it
permanently losing its shape. A sword is
no good if you have to keep stopping in
the midst of battle to straighten it.
Likewise, if it is too hard and brittle there
is a great risk of the blade snapping or
splitting. A simple iron bar will either snap

or bend when put under stress. This is
no good for sword blades. A sword needs
to be able to take a blow, flex and then
return to its original shape. This is why
to get a good sword you need the
technological advances of tempered
steel.

Other methods of creating a
flexible blade include repeated folding
of the metal during forging, weaving
strands of wire together during forging
(as on Viking swords - see the recreation
of the Sutton Hoo sword at the British
museum), or pattern forged blades (also
known as damascene) where different
kinds of metal are welded together to
create the desired balance of metallurgic
properties. All of these complex forging

techniques allow
m i c r o s c o p i c
movements to
occur between
the different
metals or
layers of
metal. This
can provide
e x c e l l e n t
sword blades
but it can far
more easily
p r o v i d e
awful ones.
S w o r d
smithing has
always been
a highly
skilled job

and good
sword smiths

have always
been rare. In

Japan where sword
smithing is still taken

very seriously the top
smiths may produce as little as a single
blade a year.

To cut well a blade needs a
very thin and hard edge. This is
accomplished by applying a harder
temper to the cutting edges than the
middle of the blade. The Chinese
straight sword has a very fine edge
and is a perfect cutting weapon,

however, this fineness makes it
vulnerable to chipping or blunting, and
is why Chinese straight sword forms tend
to emphasise soft circular parrying rather
than solid blocks.

An essential part of any swords
manufacture is the sharpening and
polishing of the blade. Nowadays most
blades are made by industrial processes
whereby a piece of sprung steel is
punched out and then machined into
shape. If you look along most new blades
you will be able to see the minuscule
ridges caused by machining. These do
not matter too much for the purpose of
practice , however when cutting these
microscopic ridges cause friction that
reduces the cutting capacity of the blade

by Glenn Gossling.
gle nn@qimagaz ine . com

The most important and also the most technologically complex
part of any good sword is the blade itself.

Swords- Part IIISwords- Part III
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“A sword is no good
if you have to keep
straightening it”
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King Xiang from the state of Zhao was very fond
of horses and liked the idea of learning how
to drive a carriage. Wang Ziqi taught him and

some time later the King raced with Wang. However,
even though he changed horses three times, hoping
to improve his chances of winning, he still lost each
time.

In the end, the King became upset and told
Wang, “I have asked you to teach me how to drive
a carriage, but you have held something back from
me. That is why each time you win!”

Wang replied, “Your majesty, I have taught
you all the skill I know, but you have not used my
skill in the proper way. The important thing about
driving a carriage is that the horses’ bodies should
feel comfortable with the carriage and the driver’s
mind should be in harmony with the horses. Then
you can achieve great speed and go long distances.”

“However, when you are behind me, all you
want is to catch up with me. When you are in front
of me, you are afraid all the time I will catch up with
you. When driving carriages in long distance races,
one person is always either in front or behind.”

“When we were racing, no matter whether
you are leading or whether you are trailing behind,
your mind is always set on me. In that case, how
can your mind be in harmony with the horses? This
is why you could not catch up with me, Your Majesty,
not because I held any skill back from you.”

by Hanfe iz i

A Matter of MindA Matter of Mind
Qi Magazine Mar/Apr 2003 page 11



Ju Hua (Chrysanthemum) is one of
the most popular flowers in China
and an important member of the

Chinese Herbal materia medica. The
book ‘Guang Qun Fang Pu’ written in
the Qing dynasty recorded between 300
- 400 varieties of Chrysanthemum; the
main types including Bai Ju Hua (White
Chrysanthemum ),
‘Huang Ju Hua’ (Yellow
Chrysanthemum) and Ye
Ju Hua (Wild
Chrysanthemum).

Ju Hua has long
been a favourite topic of
Chinese poets and
writers, who have
wrapped the flower in
mystique and
symbolism over many
centuries. In literature,
the Chrysanthemum is
referred to as ‘Qu Ju’, roughly translated
as ‘Autumn Chrysanthum’. While most
flowers prise open their buds in spring
and summer, Ju Hua chooses to bloom
in autumn. To the Chinese, its natural
ability to withstand the frosty winds of
autumn indicates a steadfast character
and strong personality. If a girl is born in
Autumn, she may often be given the
name ‘Qu Ju’ in the hope that she will
embody these worthy characteristics.
There is even a famous Chinese film,
which I saw recently in Manchester, which
takes its name after the lead character,
‘Qu Ju’. Needless to say, she was a
vibrant lady!
Ju Hua’s medical function is even more
valuable than its contribution to the arts.
The flower is sweet and bitter in flavour,
slightly cool in property, and acts on the
Lung and Liver channels. Ju Hua has two
main functions:
1. To expel wind-heat to treat wind-
heat syndromes, such as hayfever, cold
etc. Use together with Sang Ye (Mulberry
leaf), Bo He (Peppermint), Lian Qiao
(Forsythia fruit).
2. To calm the Liver Yang and
brighten the eyes. In this way, it is used
together with Xia Ku Cao (Selfheal spike),

Sang Ye (Mulberry leaf) and Jue Ming Zi
(Cassia seeds) for swollen blood-shot
eyes. For rising Liver Yang, which results
in dizziness and headaches, Ju Hua may
be used with Gou Teng (Gambir vine)
and Mu Li (Oyster shell). Ju Hua is also
used with Gou Qi Zi (Wolfberry fruit), Nu
Zhen Zi (Privet fruit) and Sheng Di Huang

(Chinese fowglove root) for dry
eyes caused by deficiency of Liver
Yin.

Of the three types of Ju
Hua mentioned earlier, Bai Ju
Hua is the sweetest, and while
not as heat-clearing as the
other two, is good for
calming the Liver
Yang and improving
the eyes. Huang
Ju Hua (Yellow
Chrysanthemum)
is more bitter
with a greater
ability to clear
away heat, and is
therefore used
mainly for
external wind-
heat.

The wild
variety, Ye Ju Hua,
is the most bitter
and is used to clear
toxic heat. It is often
used to treat eczema,
psoriasis and abscesses.

The quality of Ju
Hua depends on where it

is grown. The best quality Bai Ju Hua,
called Bo Ju, is grown in Bo Zhou (The
birth place of the legendary Chinese
physician, Hua Tou). Another high quality
variety,Han Ju Hua is grown in HanZhou,
Zhe Jiang province. Many old Chinese
medicine practitioners, when writing their
traditional prescriptions, will write Han
Ju instead of Bai Ju Hua.

There is another type of Ju Hua,
called ‘Gong Ju’, otherwise known as
‘Lady Emperor flower’. During the Tang
and Song dynasties, this was mainly
grown at the foot of the famous Yellow
mountain, in An Hui province. Such was
its fine quality, subjects would present
it formally (Jin Gong) to the Emperor,
thus giving rise to the name Gong Ju.

Nowadays, we use Gong Ju to
make tea at ceremonies and

auspicious occasions. A very
popular tea is ‘Gong Ju
Bing cha’, whose
ingredients are Gong Ju,
Lian Zi Xin (Lotus leaf
buds), Gou Qi Zi
(Wolfberry fruit), Pang Da
Hai (Boat Sterculia seed),
Shan Zha (Hawthorn
fruit), Xi Yang Shen
(American ginseng) and
rock sugar. Taken as a tea,
these ingredients can clear
and moisten the throat,
brighten the eyes, calm the
heart and strengthen the
body. It also tastes nice,
and makes an elegant
addition to a Chinese
dinner table.

Whatever variety
used, modern research
shows that Ju Hua has the
ability reduce cholesterol
levels and reduce
hypertension. It also has an
antibacterial and anti-
fungal function. You may
buy dried Ju Hua in specialist

health food shops or even
from Chinese medicine clinics

by Dr. Shulan Tang.
shulan@qimagaz ine .c om

Having covered many ailments over the years that can be treated by
Chinese medicine, I thought it would be a good idea to focus on individual
herbs that are commonly found in the English countryside and gardens. You
may be surprised by how useful they can be!

A Beginner’s Guide to Chinese Herbs

Ju Hua (Chrysanthemum)
A Beginner’s Guide to Chinese Herbs

Ju Hua (Chrysanthemum)
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The wild variety
is the most bitter
and is used to
clear toxic heat

The wild variety
is the most bitter
and is used to
clear toxic heat
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Basic Self Defence for LadiesBasic Self Defence for Ladies
Self-defence is something most people think about at some point in their lives. Usually it is more of a concern to

ladies, as they often feel more vulnerable due to the differences in strength between the average man and the average
woman. There is also the difference in size to take into consideration.

Therefore any self-defence method must take into consideration these points and overcome the differences. Only
then can the lady have a realistic chance of using them.

Hair Grab and upward wrist lock

i. Again the attacker grabs the hair from behind.
ii. Place both hands over his and take a step forwards

with your right foot.
iii. Spinning to your left, quickly turn to face him and at

the same time twist his wrist all the way round to
your left.

Hair Grab and inner wrist lock

i. The attacker grabs the hair from behind.
ii. It is important to remain as calm as possible. Place

your hands over the attacker's hand.
iii. Quickly turn around to face him, allowing your body

to bend forwards.
iv. Then suddenly straighten up and bend his wrist back.

Hair Grab and outer wrist lock

i. Again the attacker grabs the hair from behind.
ii. Place both hands over his and take a step

forwards with your left foot.
iii. Spinning to your right, quickly turn to face him

and at the same time twist his wrist all the way
round to your right.

Practise these movements until you can do them quickly
and smoothly and not allow your attacker to regain control.
When practising be careful not to damage your partners wrist.

These techniques work, as they do not pit your strength
directly against your attacker's strength. Most people will try
and release the grip by moving the hands or fingers directly.
However , your attacker's grip may be very strong and if you

are not strong enough to prise the hand away, then you will
not be able to free yourself and also put yourself at more risk.
This movement directs your strength to another part of the
attackers body, his shoulder. When his attention moves away
from his hand, his grip will loosen and so you will be able to
control his wrist and release the grip.
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The Source of Water

A stream with four dots
represents the drops of water or
pebbles on its bank. as radical

water ; river

niao sui urine cuan

chuan; chuan; shun;

xun; xun; zhen.

a river

Personal Tuition
with Michael Tse

Study on a one to
one basis with

Master
Michael Tse

lessonsalso available
with senior student

Darryl Moy

Contact
Tse Qigong Centre

PO Box 59
Altrincham WA15 8FS

Tel 0161 929 4485
Fax 0161 929 4489.

Email tse@qimagazine.com

Liao Fans Four Lessons
Ancient Teaching for Modern Times
For a free copy write to the Tse Qigong Centre

(see Whats On Pages for UK & USA addresses)
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Mr Liao-Fan Yuan originally wrote Liao-Fan’s Four
Lessons in the 16th century of China. The book was intended
to teach his son, Tian-Chi Yuan, how to recognise the true
face of destiny, tell good from bad, correct one’s faults and
practise kind deeds. It also provided living proof of the rewards
and outcomes of people who practised kind deeds and
cultivated virtue and humility. Relating from his own experience
at changing destiny, Mr Yuan himself was a living embodiment
of his teachings.

While reading, one may wonder why the Chinese placed
so much emphasis on examinations. In the past, studying was
held in highest regard while all other occupations were
considered low class. The Chinese government selected its
officials through a system of meritocracy. Many levels of
imperial examinations were given to all who wished to take
them. It was very difficult to pass these tests and one had to
be very learned and talented in writing essays.

Those who did pass had the chance to advance to high
government positions and live a life of wealth and prominence.
People who could not pass the examinations were not
recognised, regardless of how smart or capable they were
otherwise. This was why many youths of that time turned to
studying for the exams in hopes of a prosperous future. The
original text of Liao Fan’s Four Lessons was written in classical
Chinese which is very difficult for today’s readers to understand.
This is a re-edited version of a later, still further simplified
translation that makes it more accessible to all.

The First Lesson: Learning to Create Destiny
There once was an Emperor in the Yu Dynasty by the

name of Shwun. One day, before he became Emperor, he
was watching some fishermen on Lake Leize. He noticed that
all the younger and stronger fishermen took the spots where
the water was deep and fish were abundant, while the older
and weaker fishermen were left with the rapids and shallow
water, where there were very few fish.

When Shwun saw the situation, he felt sympathy for
the older and weaker fishermen and thought of a way to turn
the situation around. He decided to join in the fishing party to
set an example for the others. Whenever he saw fishermen
plunder good fishing spots, he would conceal their faults and
never spoke of their selfishness.

When he saw those who were humble and yielding, he
praised them everywhere he went and even followed their
humble and polite ways. Shwun stayed and fished like this for
a whole year until the other fishermen got into the habit of
yielding good fishing spots to others.

This story of Shwun is only an example to show how a
person influences others through his actions and not through
his speech, it is not meant to encourage others to fish. Shwun,
as a wise and intelligent man, could have easily influenced
others with a few words of advice. So why did he not just say
something instead of sacrificing a year and personally joining
in the gathering?

Shwun did not want to
use words, but preferred to set
an example for others through
his actions. Shwun wanted those
fisherman to feel ashamed of
their own selfish behaviour and
change on their own accord.
This shows how deep and
sincere Shwun’s wish for others
to practise kindness was.

By setting an example,
Shwun also avoided to compare
himself to others. When another
person is unkind, we should not

use our own kindness to measure or compare ourselves with
others. When others are not as capable as we are, we should
not purposely surpass them with our abilities.

Even when we are intelligent and competent, we
should keep our skills hidden and not boast. Instead, we
should behave more humbly than ever. We should look
at what we have as impermanent and when someone
makes a mistake, we should tolerate it and give them a
chance to reform their heart without losing their self
respect.
From Liao Fan’s Four Lessons.Acomplete version

of Liao Fan along with commentary will soon be
available via our website.You can also write or call
to request a free copy of this book at one of the Tse

Qigong Centre offices.

Liao Fans Four Lessons

Success is not just measured by how much money you have made, how high a
position you have reached. If you have a lot of money, but no one likes to be with you how
can you call yourself successful? This means we need to know how to be with others.

“He praised them
everywhere he went and even

followed their humble and
polite ways.”

“He praised them
everywhere he went and even

followed their humble and
polite ways.”
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Hong KongHong Kong

Ip Man Tong Part II
Opening of

Foshan

The day after the Ip Man Tong celebrations we were treated to a tour of the
Foshan region that was organised for us by Grandmaster Ip Chun. The tour
afforded us the opportunity to see more of this part of China and included visits
to a few temples and a tour of the National film studios. These studios are
responsible for the production of some of the soaps and films on Chinese TV. Part

of the experience included a mock battle from Chinese history and we witnessed an
impressive display of horsemanship from the resident stunt men.

The lasting image that will stay with me from that day will be the 39 Metre high
copper statue of Kwan Yin (female Buddha) which was situated on top of a dormant
volcano called Lotus Leaf Mountain. Coming up the mountain in the coach the statue
was shielded from view by trees and the twists and turns in the mountain road so the

After the highs of the Opening Ceremony, there were
more treats to come. A guided tour around Foshan with
Grandmaster Ip Chun, taking in some spectacular sights
and of course, a spot of training...
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Hong KongHong Kong
Foshan &

effect when you round the last bend and see this colossal
dedication to Buddhism dominating the skyline is quite
breathtaking. Great consideration is given to the siting and
layout of statues and the areas are havens of peace set aside
for contemplation and meditation. Just being there, you are
drawn to thoughts of a spiritual nature as the sheer size makes
you feel physically small and insignificant.

Having spent the day touring we started the journey
back to Hong Kong drawing to a close our three days in Foshan.
We now had ahead of us four days that were to be dedicated
to some serious tourism. Apart from sightseeing, shopping,
and eating the group were aiming to avail themselves of every
opportunity to train at Sigong Ip Chun’s school in Hong Kong.
Balancing the different agendas of a group of twenty people
meant dividing up so that everybody’s expectations could be

After the highs of the Opening Ceremony, there were
more treats to come. A guided tour around Foshan with
Grandmaster Ip Chun, taking in somespectacular sights
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fulfilled. We came together for the most part for eating and
training outside of which the choice was catch the sights or
catch the local traders for a bargain!

There were many highlights for me over the ensuing
days. Sigong Ip Chun suggested an impromptu seminar, which
was a bonus over and above the opportunity to train with
some of his senior students. It turned out to be a master class
during which he trained and talked in his inimitable relaxed
style on many key aspects of Wing Chun. When not requested
to teach on a specific subject, he always veers towards his
favourite subject, Chi Sau (literally translated, as sticking hands
Chi Sau is an interactive way of training all the skills of Wing
Chun). Sigong Ip Chun has in the past described Chi Sau as
the essence of Wing Chun and views this as the most beneficial
way to develop your skill. For the first two hours of the session
he mostly let his hands and feet do the communicating and
followed this by detailing the small points which if trained
diligently would give big results. He reiterated once again the
importance of footwork and of practising turning which is a
subject that has cropped up in every seminar I have ever
attended.

Having checked our technique and given us some
pointers we were invited to ask questions and what follows is

a paraphrased version of the ensuing session that proved to
be very interesting and enlightening. It offered some insight
into the way Grandmaster Ip Chun sees the future for Wing
Chun and what we, as practitioners, should be striving for in
our training.

I asked Sigong to give us some background as to the
work that had gone in to the planning and setting up of the Ip
Man Tong and to give us some indication of how he felt given
that the event was such a success.

The organisation of the Ip Man Tong took a lot of energy
and time. Firstly, there was the process of obtaining permission
from the officials in Foshan and the agreement of a plan for
the two days. They had to be satisfied on many levels not
least of which was how the people coming in to China would
be vetted. They needed to check for potential terrorists
displaying a reticence for the event initially and creating a
bureaucratic jungle that eventually necessitated a hundred trips
back and forth from Hong Kong to Foshan. These were
necessary to fine tune the detail, sort out the funding and
ensure that everything would be dealt with as promised. This
took place over 2 years preceding the event and had to be

“For the first two
hours of the session
he mostly let his
hands and feet do the
communicating.”

Jeremy Dallow gets some pointers from Sigong

Derek Fowler
travelled from
Seattle to visit his
Sigong.

and enjoyed
every second

SimonBedford
discovered that two is not

always better than one
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The bronze Kwun Yin statue A spectacular view of Lotus Leaf Mountain
A Daoist Monastery at
Hui Long Lake A group photo at Lotus Leaf Mountain

Grandmaster Ip Chun takes in Baiyun An impressive movie set The tour of South Sea Film Production The Ving Tsun Athletic Assoc in Hong Kong

Mike Baker Chi Saus
with Ip Sigong The author tries his hand So does ChiMan Sigong does not miss After training noodles!

Chi Sau in a packed room A group shot infront of the famous plaque Time for personal mementos A marble tablet with the history of the VTAA

More noodles!
A Junk ride around
the harbour More training Victoria Peak at night Hong Kongnever sleeps

Bargin hunting Dim Sum time Stunning skyline Making a deal One last memory of a trip of a lifetime
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approached with some determination. Even so the location for
the memorial was only set temporarily in the grounds of the
Ancestral Temple until such time as a permanent location could
be determined. They were definitely keeping their options
open. In many ways the local bureaucrats under estimated
the interest that the event would generate and the continued
interest in Wing Chun throughout the world.

Once these obstacles had been passed the event was
organised and announced and a deadline for July 2002 was
set for everybody to forward mementoes, photographs and
contributions for the exhibits. These should have been sent
directly to Foshan. Unfortunately most people sent them to
Hong Kong which contributed in no small part to the final tally
of a hundred trips with many of the contributions being relayed
by Ip Chun and Ip Ching personally. I reported on the success
of the event in Issue 65 so you can see that many things in life
that are taken for granted, that appear smooth and calm on
the surface have much ‘hidden’ energy to maintain their
momentum.

Satisfying our curiosity about the Ip Man Tong he moved
on to talk about his decision to step back from travelling. Ip
Chun retired from travelling around the world on the seminar
circuit in 2001 and one or two erroneous conclusions were
drawn in certain quarters regarding his capabilities saying that,
not to put too finer point on it, he was past it!

Sigong Ip Chun raised this point himself which
drew a few ironic smiles from many people in the room
who had just spent some time honing their skill with
him knowing that nothing could be further from the
truth. Such remarks are ill informed to say the least
and probably made by people who have spent no time
with him. Nobody at the age of 78 has the natural
strength they had at 40 or 50 or even 60 for that
matter. What is amazing about the man is that his
skill, application, understanding and enthusiasm are
still there for everybody not only to see, but to
experience first hand! (No pun intended). For two out
of the three hours that he was teaching us he was on
his feet during which time he Chi Sau’d with everybody
offering them the opportunity and encouraging them
to do their best. He still has a skill level and hand eye
co-ordination that I have yet to glimpse in anybody
else. The essential difference is his mind set and overall
attitude. There is still an enthusiasm and zest for life that doesn’t

just limit itself to Wing
Chun and it is something
which is worth aspiring to
on it’s own.

With the exhibition
completed he is con-
centrating his energy into
writing, hoping to pen a
few books. In order to do
this he is stepping back
from the committees and
organisations and will be
teaching less and less in
person.

The first book he
is intending to write will
be on the subject of Chi
Sau, a task he considers
a big challenge as it is not

proving to be an easy thing to do. His ambition is to be able to
convey the essence
of what is
considered good
Chi Sau and as it is
experienced throu-
gh connection with
your opponent
conveying this
through the two
dimensional world
of words and
pictures in a
meaningful way will
take some skill and
time.

This point
gave way to further
discussion on Wing
Chun. In

“He is intending to
write a book on Chi
Sau, a task he considers
a big challenge”

Describing the finer points of Wing Chun

Jessica Blackwell tries her hand
Peter Walfisz find out Sigong has not lost
any of his skill
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conversations with his father Ip Man concluded that who ever
succeeded in simplifying Wing Chun would make a significant
contribution to the furtherance and development of the art.
His father at one stage had tried without success to combine
the three forms into one.

This raised an interesting point about human nature
that he had discovered from his own experience. When he
came to teach he remembered the conversations with his father
and decided to take a simple approach and teach only Chi
Sau from the beginning and not to bother with the forms.
After some time he was approached by his students asking to
be taught the forms as they were being criticised by other
schools for not having this knowledge. Such was the persistence
of their requests that in time he gave in to their wishes and
started to teach them the forms. His conclusion was that people
wanted to learn more rather than less to make them feel as if
they were progressing. He only succeeded ultimately in
changing the sequence of learning rather than what is learned.
So he would have to leave it to someone else in the future to
discover a way of simplifying the system without detracting
from it.

Asked if he was going to appoint a successor to him as
a figurative head of Wing Chun when he passed away. Ip
Chun’s response was to suggest that to do so would be counter
productive because to suggest that one Sifu would have
precedence over another would only create conflict and not in
the long term interest of the development of Wing Chun
throughout the world. His ideal would be for everybody to
continue to practice and develop Wing Chun and pass it’s
benefits on to future generations. This point seemed a good
time to finish and the official record of the event was sealed
with a photo session taken against the backdrop of pictures of
Ip Man in the presence of his son. Definitely one for the
memory banks.

That evening following the seminar we returned to the
Wing Chun Athletic Association building for an evening class
which lasted a further three hours and consisted solely of Chi
Sau. Although it was autumn it was still very much T-shirts
and shorts weather as the temperature was higher than we
would enjoy on a hot summers day in England. Add to that
the local humidity plus the presence of fifty people training in
a room that normally houses twenty and you have an
experience akin to training in a Sauna such was the combined
effect. Many of the people from different parts of England
who were in China for the past few days were back in Hong
Kong and also taking the opportunity to get some extra training
against different hands, so the room was packed.

Wing Chun aside there is a lot to recommend Hong
Kong for a break if you have the constitution. It is continually
active something like Oxford Street on a busy day but everyday!
The thing that hits you is the combined affect of smell, sight
and sound that have your senses battered for the first couple
of days but if you give yourself over to it the experience it is
fulfilling, stimulating and interesting so you can never be bored.

It is an international city with better communications
than most cities I have visited so getting around is easy. The
last thing you need in Hong Kong is a car! We took in the
markets that are definitely not for the faint hearted, a ride on
a dao, a trip to Victoria Peak, the seated Buddha on Lantau
Island and of course numerous restaurants. I will finish at this
point just in case you think I am working for the Hong Kong
Tourist Board

by John Hayes The author getting pushed into a tight spot

Dave Davenport Chi Saus with the Grandmaster
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Dao An the creator of

Wild Goose
Qigong
Wild Goose
Qigong
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Dao An the creator of

Wild Goose
Qigong
Wild Goose
Qigong

Respecting your ancestors is a
very important part of Chinese belief.
Without your ancestors you would
not be where you are today, and
Chinese people also believe that they
are watching you and trying to help
you all the time. The same tradition is
also true for studying Qigong and
martial arts. A skill that is good
today, is good only because of the
enlightenment and talent of its past
masters.

When we study Wild Goose Qigong, we must think about where it comes
from, who taught you and we should pay respect for those people who
gave you the skill. Of course, also we should think about the founder
who created Dayan Qigong, Dao An. Everyday that we practise Wild
Goose Qigong, we should think about our teacher (Sifu), our grandteacher

(Sigong), Great-Grand teacher (Tai-Sigong), Great-Great Grand Teacher (Sijo) and
source of the Wild Goose Qigong founder, Dao An.

When you think like this, all the Qi will come to you. When you practise, your Qi
will be more strong and your mind will be more calm. Why is this? It is because
although they are not with us, they are ancestors of the Wild Goose Qigong system.
They also practised their Qigong everyday. In this way, all our hearts will come together.

When I saw my Sifu, Grandmaster Yang Meijun, a few months before she
passed away, she said to me, “Yi Ge Xin” which means “One heart together.” When we
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practise, all of us will come together. Think how
strong the Qi will be. Even though some of our
Qigong uncles and aunts and brothers and sisters
are no longer in this world, they also still practise
Wild Goose. They know you are doing this as
well and so will connect with you during your
practise. So if you practise correctly, you will be
connected with nature and your Qigong
ancestors.

Our Qigong ancestor and creator of the
Dayan system, Dao An, was born in the year
311 BC. of the Jin Dynasty, in Fu Lin Village,
Chang Shan county, Hebei Province. Dao An
was not his birth name, but one chosen later in
life. His father and grandfather were famous
Ru Jia (Confucian) scholars. At that time, it was
very lucky if you could go to school. There were
not open schools like today, but only private
schools which could have a number of students
or just a tutor for a family. To be able to study, it
meant your family had some money or knew
someone who did you a favour. Some families
could only afford to send one child to school,
usually one of the younger ones, while the elder
sacrificed and stayed home to work and help
earn money for the family.

During this time, students began studying
the Confucian classics, usually starting with the
book, Great Studying. Students would have to
memorise the words and to be able to recite them
from memory. Later, they would be taught how
to understand the words. Ru Jia educated people
on how to behave, to be polite and to be a good
person. The first thing, though, was how to respect
your parents. It also taught you how to behave as
a husband/wife, a daughter or son, how to be a
friend, how to be a boss and how to be an
employee, even how to behave as an emperor,
the father to all the people. It covered all kinds of
human relationships, as these are what makes society
smooth or what
makes it disturbed.
When everyone
knows their place,
just like the planets
in a solar system,
then society can be
peaceful.

Wei was just
a few years old
when his parents
passed away and
he became an
orphan. At this
t ime, if a child
became an
orphan, usually he
was taken in by his relatives. Wei was taken in by his mother’s
elder brother who took care of him until he was seven. Even
though he was very young, he already knew how to read and
write because of his parent’s background. He could read a
book twice and after that he knew it by heart. He also knew
how to behave himself even though he was little.

However, even
though Wei was very
talented, he also was
very ugly and had a
strange deformity on
his shoulder. This made
a lot of the neighbours
and other children
laugh at him and also
become scared of him.
In the old days,
people were very
superstitious. When
someone had some
deformity or was

abnormal looking, people would think that they would bring
bad luck to the area. When people do not like you, they can
say and do mean things. After many years, the villager’s
attitude even began to affect the way Wei’s uncle thought of
him. He too began to believe that it was not good for his
family to have Wei in his household.

“Our Qigong ancestor
and creator of the Dayan
system, Dao An, was born
in the year 311 BC.”
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S o
at the age

of twelve,
Wei was sent

to a Buddhist
temple to stay

and study. His
family thought that

this was the only place
where Wei might be

accepted. You can imagine
how hard this was on a little

boy who had lost both his
parents. Now his only family was

also abandoning him. Luckily, Wei
had been educated by Ru Jia’s thinking.

A good person should be able to stand
any difficulty and accept their fate and
overcome their problems. Crying and
complaining will not help the situation.
The serverity of a problem depends a
lot on how we look at it and handle it.

When Wei got to the temple, his
teacher gave him another name, Dao
An. Even though he was young, he was
just one of so many people and so his
teacher did not pay too much
attention to him. He was left to do
the cleaning and other jobs that
other people did not like. He did
not mind and was happy to
accept the situation. By
concentrating on what he was
doing and not worrying or
complaining about his fate, his
mind became peaceful and his
heart developed.

This kind of education is
different than in the West. In the

West, education concentrates more on an individual
person, whereas in traditional Chinese culture, it is
about the whole family. How to respect the parents
and teachers is the first most important thing. When
we are born, we have not brought a single thing
with us and so without our parents to take care of
us, we would already be dead. It is not the
government that takes care of us when we are
born, it is our own parents, from the day your mother
became pregnant. Their help is the greatest.

As my brother recently said, having just
become a father himself, “Now I understand my
parent’s hard work.” It is true that a lot of people
will not see things from the other side until they
step in that person’s shoes. I have also heard
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someone say, “I did not ask to be born. You are the one who
brought me here.” That is a very bad excuse. I am sure that
these people enjoy something about their life, like going to a
film, visiting with friends. It is because their parents brought
them here that is why they have the opportunity to enjoy
themselves. It means your parents have done you a big favour.
You have a chance to be human and to see this world, to
enjoy the sun, moon, sky, trees as a human being. Respecting
your parents is like a tree that has good roots, a house that
has a good foundation, a person who has strong legs, a healthy
body that has good kidneys. Respecting your parents is the
foundation for a peaceful and good society.

The second most important person in one’s life is their
teacher. From the day you walked in the school, your teacher
taught you how to read, how to write and knowledge of the
world. Otherwise you would not know how to live and how to
get on in society and how to find a job that makes you wise.
Some teachers teach you knowledge, some teach you how to
behave, some teach how to be happy, some even teach you
how to be healthy, like with Qigong. These people who teach
you, also help you to become the person you are. Without a
teacher, you would not know how to read, how to write, how
the world works. They help you so you will not make too many
mistakes. Without a teacher, we will make many mistakes in
our life. Some mistakes can cause a lot of damage. All it takes
is one bad mistake to destroy our life. So we should respect
our teachers who give us education, particularly those teachers
who teach you how to be a good person.

If a teacher points out your mistakes, it means they
care about you and are helping you. If your teacher does not
point your mistakes, it means they do not care for you.
Someone who just tries cheer you up and flatter you is not a
good teacher. If no one points out your mistakes and you just
keep on doing those
things, then
someday these
mistakes may
become too big and
it will be hard to
recover. Small
mistakes will become
big mistakes without
corrections and they
can hurt a lot of
people, including
yourself.

S om e t i me s
someone will say,
“Oh, my teachers
don’t care about me,
so I don’t have to
respect them.” This is
wrong. If your teacher did not care, they would not teach you.
If they have taught you something, and you benefit from that,
you should still respect them. Your teachers are still human
and can make mistakes themselves, but you should forgive
them. That means you have a big heart.

I always say, “Other people steal, does not mean you
should steal.” In society, everyday everyone is always making
excuses for their own behaviour by using someone else’s bad
example, this is wrong and will not make the society grow.
This kind of thinking is like a cancer. Imagine everybody using

that excuse for their mistakes.
What would society be like. The
world is us. Everybody is
responsible for their own actions
so we should behave ourselves so
that society can be better and the
next generation will like it here.

The younger generations
copy us, so how you treat others
is how your children will treat you.
All of our actions create our future
life. Some people say, “I don’t
believe that. I don’t even have
children.” But Chinese say, “Good
deeds will get the good result. Bad
deeds will get a bad result. It just

means the time has not come yet.” So no matter what we do,
nature is the commander and will balance things out. What
we do, is what results we get.

Even though Dao An had a hard life, he was already
creating a foundation for something strong and good. He would
get up earlier than anyone else in the temple to do his jobs
and he was the last one to go to sleep. No one asked him to
do this, but he knew that if he worked hard, then the results
would come to him.
To be continued…. by Michael Tse

“If a teacher points
out your mistakes,
it means they care
about you and are
helping you.”
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In fact many practitioners only know it as a slow
moving exercise routine, and are completely
unaware of its more practical purpose. Others
know there is more to it, but do not wish to learn
the fighting skill.

However, for those wishing to immerse
themselves in the whole art, and not just one aspect

of it, such as its health benefits, there is one style
that is eminently suitable - Chen. Its history

stretches back to the origins of Taijiquan, since
it was the first form from which all other
styles developed. But unlike the more
popular styles such as Yang, Chen Style
Taijiquan does not seem to appeal to many
women. With its deep stances, and fast,
explosive movements, at first sight it may
seem more suited to the male psyche.
It definitely cannot be described as
ladylike. Our female forebears would
be horrified at the high kicks and fast
punches performed by those of us
women dedicated to its practise. But

beneath the showy exterior lies an
extremely subtle art, which I

believe is equally applicable
to both men and women.
But do not be mistaken, to

practise as a woman you do
not have to become one of the
lads!

In my experience, both
sexes approach learning Chen

very differently. Men are
instantly attracted to the
fighting skill. They avidly
watch the applications, their
eyes gleaming as a fellow
student is effortlessly
brought to his knees, or

A Bit More Yin
Men and women the World over

practise Taijiquan, and derive huge
benefit from it. In many classes the
emphasis is on health, relaxation and

meditation. Few practise Taijiquan as
it was meant to be – a martial art.

A Bit More Yin
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spun across the room by their
Sifu. When practising
applications on one another
they wade in enthusiastically,
and you sometimes have to
stop them inflicting serious
damage on one another.
Then when they practise
the form, they
concentrate on
aggression; kicking
high and punching
hard. But what they
often miss is the
subtlety of the art.
This is where women
have the upper hand.
Taijiquan calls for
softness and sensitivity,
something most
women have in
abundance. If you pit
strength against
strength, the smallest
person will lose, be they
male or female. But
Taijiquan calls for cunning,
not upper body strength or
bullishness. To begin with,
the weight has to be in the
correct place for the postures
to work. The constant
shifting of it a little more to
one side then the other is a
delicate operation,
something either sex can
master. Then there is use
of the waist. Many
beginners move their arms
from one position to another,
instead of letting a turn of
the waist take the arms with
it. This use of the waist
produces a lot more power
for very little effort. This,
again, is an area I think
women find easier to
understand - let’s face it,
we have a waist to turn!
What you do need, though, is strength in the legs, and this is
where a lot of men are at an advantage over we women. But
this is not impossible to overcome. There are many sports at
which women excel that require strong legs, it just takes a bit
more hard work to achieve. In general, men are naturally
stronger, and therefore at first seem to progress more quickly
than women, who can sometimes become disheartened as a
result. But once students get past the stage where they need
strength to hold the stances, and start to learn relaxation and
softness, then the women catch up.

As with any new skill, you need a certain amount of grit
and determination to master it , but you can still remain
feminine. In fact, this will only make your skill more deadly,

since no one will
expect it of you. If
you can smile
sweetly while
delivering a
powerful punch it
will be all the more
effective for being
unexpected.

So while the
men have more
power, and fighting
comes more
naturally to them,
women have more
of an eye for detail
and their approach
is more subtle.
This means their

development towards mastering Chen style Taijiquan is from
opposite ends of the spectrum, but eventually they will meet
in the middle. There are a few female Masters to give us
inspiration. One such is Master Chen Guizhen who is famous
for her Chen skill. She was featured on the front cover of
Issue 39 of this magazine, and there must be many more like
her.

So come on all you women out there. Chen classes
are currently dominated by the chaps. But do not approach
this new challenge as an honorary man. Use your feminine
wiles – after all, we have been honing them for many centuries.
Why not put them to a new use?

by Kate Britton

“If you pit strength
against strength, the
smallest person will lose,
Taijiquan calls for
cunning, not upper body
strength or bullishness.”

The author with Grandmaster Chen Xiao Wang
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Jeremy Dallow- Berkshire
Instructor Insight

Stir-fried Watercress
with Tofu

One bunch fresh watercress
½ package of firm tofu
soy sauce
peanut oil
salt
2 cloves chopped garlic

Wash the watercress under cold water and drain. Chop into 2 inch pieces and set aside.
Drain the tofu and rinse under cold water. Wrap in paper towel or a tea towel to help absorb some of the moisture for

five minutes. Afterwards, cut into ½ inch slices and set aside.
Heat the oil in a wok or large flat pan until hot and add pinch of salt. Add the tofu and let lightly cook on one side before

turning and cooking other side. Remove to a plate.

Wash the wok with water (no soap) and place back on heat until water evaporates. Add oil and salt and heat till hot. Add
watercress and garlic and stir fry quickly. Keep turning so cooked evenly. When just done (will still be crunchy but a bright green),
add a few dashes of soy sauce. Add back in the tofu and stir to coat. Remove to plate and enjoy.

When I first started learning Wing Chun I was looking for something that would
get me fit and healthy - a friend of mine had been studying Martial Arts and could not
enthuse about it enough. After wandering into the class I found and saw people
playing (Chi Sau or sticking hands), smiling and correcting each other’s positions. I
must admit that this did not exactly reflect the scenes I’d seen in many a martial art
movie! Probably not a bad thing. After a couple of weeks I noticed people staying
around for the Qigong class. After asking about the Qigong and finding it was more
attuned to health, I was invited to watch the class. The movements astounded, the
attention to detail knocked me out, but the attitude of those in the class really shone
through.

I found both the Qigong and the Wing Chun extremely difficult, in all honesty,
but those in the class showed absolute patience in nursing me through an ever
increasing number of exercises, whilst keeping what was already learned in good
shape. It is an amazing feat how the skill has been passed down with such detail and
such accuracy - but it still allows a person’s personality to shine through. For this I
thank my teacher Mike Baker, Sigong (Michael Tse) who never fails to astound, be it
with astonishing skill or simple answers to what seem like complicated questions!
What amazes about the Centre is that everybody has much to teach each other, and
so much respect for those who have taught it - right to the source of whichever skill.

I’m now qualified as an instructor and looking forward not only to teaching the
skills that I have been so grateful to receive, but also to learning off of my students as
I endeavour to set up my own class. I can only hope to show the dedication and
patience to my future students that has been shown to me.

Jeremy is authorised to teach Wing
Chun Kuen. He can be contacted on

07905177821
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Poems for
Healthy

Living
Gong
Part I

Poems for
Healthy

Living
Gong
Part I

Collect the Qi
From left and right
To Dantian, sway
From side to side.

Sweep hands to both sides
And stand very proud
To separate the fog

And look for a cloud.

Lets search for fish
By the side of the lake
Keep head above waist
To get rid of headaches.

When golden dragon
Stretches it claws

Move waist and arms
Without pause.

Old tree winds its roots
To sink your Qi

Imagine how strong
Your legs will soon be.

Jade ladder climbs
Into the sky;

It helps when your blood pressure
Is too high.

Of a beautiful ball
Keep a gentle hold

To rid yourself
Of bronchitis and cold.

When you look for treasure
At the bottom of the chest

Its not money but good health
In which you invest.

Swing the child left and right
Shift weight and bend knees;

It gets rid of tennis elbow
And circulates your Qi.

By Vera Externest

Hands like windmills motion.
Only when the fog clears is wisdom

found.
Fishing in a Lake.

A dragon springs from the water
making prophecies

Stepping behind an old tree the beast
soars away.

Climb those winding roots all the way.
From above a child’s ball falls to the

ground
Bouncing onto a hidden treasure chest.
Children run over retrieving their ball,
With childlike innocence, one measure

for all.
By Barry Horre ll .

by Caity Collins

Poetry in MotionPoetry in Motion

Images of QiImages of Qi

Thanks to everyone who has sent in their poems. We are sure
all our readers have enjoyed them as much as we have. Next issue
will be the last opportunity to have your work in print, so if you
are still thinking about it, don’t delay send us your poems today.
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This was brought home to me very
clearly as I recently spent two weeks
in Hong Kong. It was well over

crowded and my practise was limited and
done mostly during the evenings at a
Hong Kong garden equivalent, a large
paved terrace with shrubbery behind my
father and mother in-law’s 30 story
apartment building. However, each day
I walked a lot. To the station, back to the
station, all around different areas,
sometimes as much as five hours a day.

I also had the opportunity to do
more Chi Sau (Wing Chun sticking hands
practise) than I have done in a long time.
I brought to Hong Kong an aching lower
back and a pinched nerve in my shoulder
but by the time I came home, both had
all but disappeared.

This separation from my normal
routine, made me see several things, not
only to do with practise. The beds in
China and Hong Kong are wonderfully
hard. Even my pillow, although giving me
an earache from its hardness the first few
nights, began to feel good after awhile.
I noticed that my back did not slink down
into a curve at night and so pulling my
neck downwards in a crinh as well.
Because I did not drive, but had to take
a train, I was standing more often than
usual. I noticed that, generally, people

in Hong Kong do
n o t

have the poor posture which we see so
much in our own culture. They also have
more flexibility and less back problems.
When you by chance see a Westerner
among all the Chinese people, you can
really see the stiffness in their body. You
can say that is in the genes, but it is also
a society issue. Squat toilets are still
common in many homes and
restaurants. If you have a bad back and
can not bend down, then you have a
whole different kind of problem! Sadly,
though, the epidemic is beginning there,
and is more common among their young
generation who have grown up playing
computer and video games. In the past,
this would not have happened.
Confucianism had instilled a proper way
of sitting, eating and even writing, which
helped to discipline the mind and body,
but also was very good for proper Qi.

So all of these things, made a
huge difference. One evening around
dusk, I was worn out and went down by
the harbour to sit down awhile. While
there, I watched a little old lady taking
her evening stroll, Qigong style. She had
her own little routine:- as she walked,
she would swing her arms, shake each
foot as though it had been asleep, tap
the top of her head, sometimes walking
slow, sometimes speeding up for a short
five second burst of speed, little arms
flapping like a duckling, and then slowing
down again. She would stop and do

stretching against the railings, lean
over and pound her fists against her

lower back, bend over and stretch
upwards. I could tell she knew

how to listen to her body. When
you come to that level, you
do not need forms.

Although she was
well into her seventies and
maybe even older, she
moved with the fluidity of
a twenty year old. She
was a bit plump but not
overly so. Everything on
her was balanced. You
could see the serenity
in her mind coming out
through her
movement and the
way she was not

distracted by the other people around
her. For me, she was a Qigong master
in her own way. It really inspired me.

In the West, everyone considers
us so lucky as we are so rich and
comfortable by their standards. In Hong
Kong, people are working (if they are
fortunate enough to have a job) six days
a week and twelve or more hours a day.
They have a lot of stress and worry just
to pay their rent and other bills. Some
people are even killing themselves and
their families because they cannot cope.

But in the West, we have more
comfort and relaxation time. We come
home to sit on big sofas and sleep on
specially designed mattresses, yet we still
have so much weakness in our bodies. If
you asked a teenager to stand up straight
for ten minutes without moving, he would
find it so difficult. Our soft sofas and beds
actually damage our Qi and make the
joints and muscles weak. Not enough
movement creates a lot of blockages
which makes us tired and have chronic
pain which can later develop into more
serious illness.

Hong Kong people are in-
between both the old and the new. Baby
strollers (push chairs) are becoming more
common, but they have not thought
about the baby’s posture and health,
only convenience for the mother. So
many times I see that although the chair
leans backwards, the baby is sitting
forward perfectly straight. The baby
knows instinctively what is the right
posture, but we break that intuitive
rightness by the time they are two or
three.

In other parts of China, where
they are still riding bicycles and walking
more, they are still more healthy. That is
not to say they do not get ill, but their
illness can be treated and healed more
quickly. There are cases to disprove all
of what I say, but I am looking at the
forest not each tree. I hope that the
people in China can keep some of their
old ways. Even the sofa in my mother-
in-law’s home was hard. They teased me
about shipping a Hong Kong bed back
to America. I am still thinking it over!

by Sihnkei. s ihnkei@qimagaz ine.com

If you put me on a witness stand and made me swear in, I would have to plead
guilty. Guilty for not trusting and using my Qigong more to make me healthy.

Between the OldBetween the Old & New& New
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Chan and Ma were walking through
the local town on one of their regular
chores. After their morning practise,

they had to go and fetch wood for the
fire. They had to do this everyday and
had been doing so for a long time.

“Oh, I’m fed up with doing this
all the time,” sighed Ma, “I wish we could
do what ever we wanted to whenever
we wanted to.” Chan looked at him,
“What’s wrong, feel like your stuck in a
rut?” he asked. “Yes I’m fed up with the
same old routine.” said Ma kicking at the
ground. “Everyday is the same.”

“Have you heard about the
Famous Crazy Men?” Chan asked Ma.
“No, who are they?” he replied. Chan
smiled, “One of them is the richest man
in the province. He has never had to do
a days work in his life. He inherited all
his money and had no family once his
parents had passed away.”

“Whatever he wanted he would
just go and buy, sometimes he would
buy things whether he
wanted them or not,
just because it was
something to do.
Finally he was all
alone, he had no
friends, and there was
nothing else he
wanted to buy and he
had no ambitions
because if he needed
anything, he could just
buy it.”

“The other
Crazy, was a beggar,
who was very poor
but once had a good
job and a good life.
Things had gone
wrong for him and he had lost his job
and home. Now he slept on the streets
and everyone took pity on him and gave
him food if he was hungry or clothes if
he needed them. He, too, was all alone
and had nothing else to do.”

“So the two of them just spent
their days wandering around, wasting

their days away. As time went on they
became more and more eccentric and
did lots of strange things. It was as if
they were becoming more and
more detached from the real
world and real people.”

“Wow,” said
Ma, “Do you mean
they became
enlightened?”
Chan laugh-
ed, “No, they
didn’t.” he
replied, “To
become en-
lightened you
have to let go of
attachments. How-
ever these two were
not letting go, they
were actually creating
their own worlds in
which they could do
whatever they pleased.

But as they had no direction, they ended
up doing nothing instead. They just lay
around all day and as the days wasted
away so did their energy and their spirit.”

“People started to say, “Those two
guys are crazy, one is so rich, he can do
anything he wants, but instead he just
lies around all day. And the other one is

so poor, even if he just
found a simple job, he
would surely be better off
than he is now.”

“You see,” said
Chan, “Routine is what
keeps you grounded, what
keeps you in touch with
reality. Without routine, you

loose your direction and energy. For
example, everyday we have certain
things to do, and then we can decide
what to do with the rest of the day. Our
routine consists of training and our
chores. If we only concentrated on our
training we would become selfish, as all
our thoughts are just about ourselves.

Following RoutineFollowing Routine

How many times have you been on holiday only to feel homesick
after a while? Though it is strange to say, you might even feel glad to
get back to work, back to the old routine.
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“Whatever he
wanted he would just
go and buy, whether
he really wanted them
or not.”
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The rich man could do whatever he wanted, whenever he
wanted and because of this he ended up doing nothing. In his
mind there was always tomorrow, but tomorrow never comes.
The poor man lost his sense of routine when he lost his job.
His job gave him stability and without it he lost his spirit as
well. So he too ended up doing nothing. Of course it is always
nice to have a break but you cannot live like that all the time.”

“So what happened to the Famous Crazy Men?” Asked
Ma. “Well the funny thing is, while they were wandering around
town, they kept seeing each other and then they started
talking. The poor man said to the rich man “You’re so rich,
you should not be wasting your time like me.” and the rich

man said, “You had a good job why don’t you find another. At
least you know how to do something, I don’t know how to do
anything.” The more they talked the more they could see
how each other was wasting his life away. They even started
calling each other crazy! This made the people walking past

them laugh. From
that day on they
agreed to meet up
everyday at the same
time to talk. As the
days went by they
looked forwards to
their meetings and
began to arrange
their days around
them.”

“They started
to get into a routine.”
said Ma. “Yes and it
gave them a
purpose. Eventually

they set up a business together using the rich man’s money
and the poor man’s business skill. They became very successful
and started giving jobs to all the poor people and drifters in
the area, because they wanted to help them. And do you
know what people started to say about them?” asked Chan.
Ma shook his head, “Those two guys are crazy! They take on
all the useless people in the area, surely they could find better
people to employ!” Ma shook his head again, “Some people
just miss the point.” He said

by Darryl Moy
dar r y l@qimagaz ine . com

“They even started
calling each other

crazy! This made the
people walking past

them laugh.”
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Fig 1 Fig 2a Fig 2b

Fig 3

Healthy Living Gong Part IIHealthy Living Gong Part II
8. Opening the Channels by Touching the Fingers

i. Stand with feet shoulder width apart. Hold hands at upper
chest level, Laogong points facing upwards. Fig 1

ii. At the same time, hop on right foot and swing the arms
backwards, up and then forwards in a circle. Finish with the
arms at the upper chest, thumb and index finger touching
lightly together. Fig 2a-Fig 2b

iii. Hop on left foot and swing the arm again, this time finishing
at the upper chest with the thumb and middle fingers
touching together. Fig 3

iv. Keep hopping on alternate legs, each time touching the
remaining fingers and thumb together in a cycle from
thumb to first, second, third, and fourth fingers. Repeat
the cycle. Fig 4 to 6

Breathing
When you hop up, you should breathe out. When you

pause while touching the finger and thumb together, you should
breathe in. Alternatively, you can just breathe naturally.

Concentration
We should keep a relaxed and happy attitude when we

practise the movement. It is a little bit like skipping rope but
without the rope. So you do not need to worry about the rope
hitting your foot as you hop. Therefore, you can completely
relax and concentrate on the hopping. This should relate with
touching the fingers together. Each time you hop and touch
the fingers together, you should pause for a second before
beginning another hop. The hands should be at the middle
chest with the Laogong points facing each other.

Benefits
This is a very relaxing movement. It brings us to a happy

attitude in order to help us forget our stressful lives. Today our
lives are so busy, and we do not have time to plan and think
about what we really need. Everyday we go to work and come
home tired. We just repeat the same routine everyday until
our day off. By then we are so tired and stressed that we just
want to do nothing and be lazy. Do you really like life like
that? If not, then we must change it. Otherwise you will regret
when you are lying on the bed waiting for your last breath.

Continuation of Part II
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Fig 4 Fig 5

Fig 6

Opening the Channels by Touching the Fingers

We are tired because we do not know how to plan our
lives. Also we do not know how to recharge our Qi when we
come back home. Actually we do not need to be that tired if
we do some Qigong before you go to bed. I have a student
who is very busy and every night when she goes home, she is
very tired and she then repeats the same schedule the next
day. She does have much time for her practise. I told her “You
can’t carry on like that. You will be ill soon or later. Then you
will be forced to stop.” So I suggested for her to practise at
night before she goes to bed. Even though she maybe misses
a little sleep, it will not make her more tired because Qigong
practise is recharging our energy. It is similar to sleeping but
actually it is even better. By practising, she will get rid of the
stress from the day and then she can do some meditation to
calm her mind and settle the energy. It will make her sleep
better and she will not be so tired the next day.

Skipping helps us to lose weight and touching the fingers
will help open the channels by stimulating the internal organs.
In the Five Element theory, the thumb connects with the spleen,
index finger with the liver, middle finger with the heart, ring
finger with the lungs and the small finger with the kidneys.

History
This movement comes from skipping when we were little.

I can still remember how the kids played in the street or at the
playground with jump ropes. Today we do not see this game as
much because children are more interested in their Playstation
games. So instead of exercising the whole body, they are only
working their thumbs. If you stop them while playing their game,
they will have a very bad temper and be unhappy. Because
these computer games make children excited, it is easy for
them to become hyperactive and this creates a fighting attitude.
This attitude can affect other parts of their life so if something
happens on them and they do not get what they want, then
they will be upset and angry.

Do you want your children to be like this? This is why
there are so many children with problems today. When born,

all children are innocent and lovely, yet society creates so
many things to abuse them, sometimes we do not even know
it is abuse. Like all these violent tv games, it may seem
entertaining, but the result comes out to be that negative,
just so someone can make a lot of money. No one thinks
about the future and the long term effects on both children
and society as a whole. If in playing games, children solve
the problem with violence, what lessons do you think they
will learn and use from this play? Do not forget that these
children will be your grandchildren’s government leaders
someday, the ones to make decisions of what kind of world
you will live in. What kind of world will that be? Practising this
movement can help bring us back to a simpler time and
simpler thoughts. This will help to calm our mind and hearts
and make us more peaceful and happy.
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Dancing with Long Sleeves

9. Dancing with Long Sleeves

i. Stand with feet shoulder width apart and knees lightly bent
and weight on the thighs. Hands should be resting naturally,
just in front of the thighs

ii. Simultaneously move the right hip back while lifting the
right arm to shoulder height. Fig 7

iii. Simultaneously move the left hip back and lift up the left
arm while letting the right arm drop back down to the
waist level, but not close to the body. Arms should be slightly
away from the body to let the Qi move. Fig 8

iv. Repeat movement from side to side. Fig 9

Breathing
Just let the breathing happen naturally, breathing in

when starting arm lifts upwards and breathe out when the
arms lowers.

Concentration
As you move the body, make sure all the movement

comes from the Dantian. When you lift the hand, it should go
no higher than shoulder height. When dropping your hand, let
it drop to the waist level, but do not drop it too close to the
body. This lower hand should be away from the waist as this
will cultivate more Qi around the body.

When you do the movement, do not shift the weight
from side to side. You should bend the knees slightly and move
from the waist and hips.

Benefits
Every time I practise Healthy Living Gong from part

one to part two, I find that by the time I have gotten to Dancing
With Long Sleeves, I am sweating even in cold weather. It is
because the previous movement, Opening the Channels by
Touching the Fingers, builds up a lot of Qi and heat. Then
suddenly we slow down the movement with Dancing with Long
Sleeves. Therefore, if you practise all the Healthy Living Gong
you will find a lot of benefit.

If you just practise Dancing with Long Sleeves, then you
will have good coordination, you will know how to move your
body from the waist. Our waist is our external Dantian, the
centre of the body and centre of gravity. It is like the sun in the
solar system. All the planets move around the sun and relate
with it. So if we move our body, we should move from and
relate to the centre. If everything you do:- sitting, standing,
walking, even sleeping, comes from the centre, you will be
very healthy and you will live longer.

Practising Qigong teaches us to move from the centre,
stand properly, sit and act properly. When we do this, we will
be balanced and use less energy. Our bodies will then
automatically relax. All our health problems will be solved and
we might even be able to stop taking medicine. But this cannot
happen unless you change your life style.

History
If you have seen some old traditional Chinese dancers

or operatic actors, you will have seen the robes that they wear
have very long sleeves. When they dance, all they have to do
is just move the arms and the whole sleeve will follow. It looks
very beautiful and carefree.

In old China, the richer you were, the more clothing
you had to cover yourself. A person maybe had two or three
robes with long flowing sleeves to show their position. People
working in the fields, could not work with long sleeves and
many robes. They had shorter sleeves and trousers. So if you
had more clothing, longer sleeves, then the higher and richer
your position.

Today, we just need a small amount of cloth to make
our clothing. It is more convenient, but that does not mean it
is cheap. Today we follow fashion so much and are changing
our look all the time. This means our mind will never be calm
and it also shows our insecurity. A lot of wise people have only
very simple dressing because they prefer to spend their energy
on developing their wisdom and internal things rather than on
their wardrobe and external things.
to be continued... by Michael Tse
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Every day, without fail, after I’ve
practised my Taijiquan or Qigong, I
sit down and meditate. Sometimes

I concentrate on the breath, sometimes
I silently say a few prayers and reflect on
the nature of compassion, wisdom or
something that’s happened to me the
day before, some days I just sit and
watch the monkey mind jump
around aimlessly. And some days
I just sit and get cold!

But I always finish my
meditation by bowing to the
Buddha, the Dharma (the
Buddha’s teachings) and the
Sangha (the community of
monks, nuns and lay-followers
in a temple). And I always
follow that with a bow each for
all the sigongs, my sifu, my
family, friends, loved ones and
all my students. Without my
teacher and his teachers I
wouldn’t have had the
opportunity to learn and practice
so much, physically, mentally,
spiritually. I wouldn’t have grown
nearly so much. Without my
students I wouldn’t be able to
improve my teaching, nurturing
and communication skills. Without

the support and indulgence of my family,
my training would be much less
enjoyable. Bowing isn’t strenuous and it
doesn’t take much time. What it
represents to me is important though.

I’m part of a lineage, both in
Buddhism and in my Qigong and
Taijiquan. With my teacher I breathe in

and absorb his profound teachings, on
many levels. With my students I breathe
out, expressing myself and my inner
nature. Except that I learn from my
students too and I give my sifu many
opportunities to practice patience and

compassion! I try to stay open to the
learning and teaching flow. Even when
I’mnot physically withSifu or my students,
the learning and the teaching continues.
Whatever I do,whatever I think, whatever
I become, cannot help but influence my
students, my family, my peers and reflect
back upon my teacher. There are no

loopholes in this process. There are no
days off. There are no short cuts. No
thought or action that doesn’t eventually
see daylight whether we like it or not.
And it doesn’t matter what our religion
is, it doesn’t matter what style(s) we

practice, the process is the same.
As part of a lineage I’m a

custodian of ancient skills but I also
see part of my role within the

whole teaching and learning
process as providing some kind
of sacred, safe space in which
growth can happen. Usually
it’s in class. Sometimes it’s
not.

Those of my peers
and students who feel
the same will know that,
however polished or
ragged our Taijiquan,
Chun Yuen, Kunlun or
wing chun forms are,
something else is
happening too.
There is a process
going on, sim-
ultaneously for all
of us, day and
night, wherever
we live or train.
Something is
opening up in us
as we begin to
fulfil our
potential and no
matter where we

are in that journey,
no matter what we

think our level is,
there’s actually only one true

level and if you can stay open and
humble, sincere, then you’re already
touching that level, that profundity that
we all share, whether we call it our
practice, sifu (the representation of that
practice), the Dao, Buddhism or God.
That profundity is in all of us, whatever
shape or representation it assumes at any
time. I bow to it every morning. When I
see the face of my teacher or those I
love and care for, the profundity, the one
true level bows back
by Julian Wilde . Julian@qimagaz ine.com

One True LevelOne True Level
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Introducing our new columnist Julian Wilde. Each issue
Julian will share his thoughts and views on internal arts,
Buddhism and philosophy.

“It doesn’t matter what our
religion is, it doesn’t matter
what style(s) we practice, the
process is the same.”

“It doesn’t matter what our
religion is, it doesn’t matter
what style(s) we practice, the
process is the same.”
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Before I began to study Wing
Chun the most exhilarating
activity I had experienced both
on a sensory and physical level
was downhill skiing. I learnt to

ski when I was 13 years old and probably
just like most people who take up skiing
what appealed to me the most was the
speed. To get from top to bottom as
quickly as possible was my greatest thrill.
Achieving this feat was the easy part
because all I had to do was follow the
law of gravity, point my skis down hill
and go! This early idea of skiing might
have seemed exciting but it wasn’t very
safe because I had no control not
knowing how to turn and stop, I was
not only a danger to myself but
other people and inanimate

objects that got in my way.
Over the years I

developed these skills in
order to turn and stop

when I needed to, this
meant that I

could now

Speeding UpSpeeding Up

Wing Chun Kung Fu is famous for its
speed. But what is makes it fast, is it the
person, or is it the style itself. If it was purely
due to the person, then Wing Chun cannot
claim to be fast, so it must be part of the skill.
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ski safely and also faster because the control and speed were
working hand in hand: “The more control the more speed”.
Now I had conquered myself I could take on the mountain.

Wing Chun is now my passion and my experiences
throughout my development and training seem to mirror the
learning processes above, where the skills required to co-
ordinate speed and control are essential. Most people when
encountering Wing Chun for the first time only focus on the
speed of movement not the underlying skill. However, if all
you consider is speed then all you have is the ability to strike
quickly in a straight line, this may seem effective but in reality
may be dangerous to yourself and your training partner, simply
because you do not consider the consequences of your actions.

For example:
Can you stop or change your energy when you need to?
Do you leave yourself vulnerable to attack?
Is your opponent faster than you?
If you have not considered such points as these then

you are living a perilous existence, “Sailing close to the edge”!
If you just let your energy travel in a straight line as fast

as you can, you may be over committing yourself, you also
lack the ability to change the direction of your initial strike
which may prove hazardous, leaving yourself open to a counter-
attack from a more sensitive and faster opponent.

The best way to develop the other components required
for good Wing Chun of course – is to practice “Chi Sau”. This
will teach you the sensitivity and control needed to be able to
harness your speed in order that you can use it safely and
effectively when necessary: “The more control the more speed”.

For us to achieve a higher level of Wing Chun it is
important to develop the inner balance of Yin and Yang. After
all if Michael Schumacher used only speed without control he
would never complete a Grand Prix circuit. Everyone can drive
very fast in a straight line, but what about in the bends? Actually
it is in the bends, where the race is won. The same is true for
Chi Sau. Anyone can attack quickly if the opening is clear, but
it is how you set up and create that opening that counts. If you
can do this very quickly and naturally without your partner
noticing, then when you strike, you can do so with ease, not
even having to go at full speed. Of course you can do if you
wish, but the point is the hard work has already been done.
This where control and sensitivity comes into play.

In any martial art, speed is a great asset. However if
you rely on speed over good technique and skill, then you will

be vulnerable to people who are faster than you and there is
always someone who is faster than you. I am not saying that
you should not develop your speed, on the contrary, but you
should develop skill first and then speed. When you need to
move quickly you should not have to think about it, it should
come naturally and you are always in control of it

by Martin Gale
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Jing for men is the seminal fluid, which
is stored in the kidneys (that house
Prenatal Qi) and lost through

ejaculation. Jing for women is the blood,
which is stored in the liver and lost
through menstruation.

Loss of blood and Qi can result in
dizziness, headaches, lethargy, and cold,
leading to a feeling of emptiness,
vulnerability, and anxiety; the symptoms
of Premenstrual Syndrome (PMS).
Although women cannot control their
menses they can recover vital
energy and emotional balance
through Qigong and meditation.
However, during this time
meditation should be focused on the
Middle Dantian, as opposed to Lower
Dantian, otherwise menstruation may
be induced to flow stronger.

Men, by contrast, can control
loss of Jing during intercourse by
exercising self-control. The majority are
ignorant of this fact, but even with this
knowledge most would still be
unwilling to change lifelong habits. We
have been programmed to believe that
intercourse is completed with the
release of Jing, and that celibacy is the
only way to prevent this from
happening. Neither case is true, and
storing Jing during copulation in fact
heightens and prolongs pleasure.
The key is breath control and to
remain ‘aware’ in the present
moment (not become over-
excited) and if you begin to
lose yourself recognise the
sensations early and apply self-control,
mentally and physically to regain
composure before continuing. This
requires discipline, effort, and patience
to master but it will prolong your life,
confer newfound energy, and keep the
body young. While women involuntarily
lose Qi just once a month many men
willingly rob themselves of Qi twice a day
(or more) so that by the age of forty they
lack all vitality and age prematurely.
Perhaps this accounts for why women
generally possess higher resistance to
disease, recover more quickly from illness,
and outlive men by five to ten years.

Western science has concluded
that seminal fluid contains vitamins,
proteins, minerals, hormones, trace
elements, ions, enzymes, and other
nutrients necessary to sustain (and
create) life. Daoists believed that when
Jing (coarse Qi) is stored, and combined
with ‘deep-breathing exercises’ it
converts to (purer) Qi for vitality which
rises to the head to nourish Shen, or

Spiritual Qi (purest), and creates a
body virtually impervious to

disease. Semen also contains
cerebrospinal fluid which

nourishes the brain
and sharpens the
mental faculties.
Depletion leads
to loss of
memory, con-

centrat ion,
a n d

creativity, and muddled
thinking, indecision, and
depression. Excessive
release of Jing also

weakens kidney Qi, the consequence of
which is lethargy and fatigue (weakened
immune system), stiff and sore limbs,
weak knees, impaired hearing or tinnitus
(ringing in the ears), dry eyes, mouth and
skin, poor circulation causing cold hands
and feet, and finally hair loss. Altogether
hardly a fair trade for a fleeting moment
of pleasure!

The Max Planck Institute in
Germany firmly established that men
who possessed abundant and viscous Jing

held a greater resistance to highly
communicable diseases than those who
did not. (NB: The more frequently Jing
is discharged the weaker and less potent
the fluid becomes.) Sun Tsu-Mo, a famous
Tang Dynasty Daoist physician, stated
that if a man can regulate his emission
frequency to twice monthly (not
exceeding 24 times a year) then he will
attain health and longevity, providing he
also pays attention to exercise and diet.
Generally, a healthy 20 year-old male
may emit daily while a weaker man
should do so only every couple of days.
This frequency should steadily diminish
as he becomes older so that by his sixties
he is perhaps doing so only once a
month, or less. Of course these guidelines
apply to physical health only; spiritual
development requires greater restraint.

Following nature, Jing should be
conserved especially during winter to
keep the body warm. An emission in
winter is a great deal more harmful than
in spring. Jing keeps the body cool and
moist in summer and those who squander

it recklessly will suffer
internal Dryness and
Heat. We are taught
that the body
constantly manufac-
tures and replaces
Jing. Actually we are
born with a finite
amount, and when
the body replenishes
its supply it draws
upon tremendous Qi

resources from the internal organs, which
would otherwise be available for the
body’s growth and cell repair.

Each discharge of Jing contains
between 200 and 500 million sperm
cells. Nature is not so wasteful as to
create a body which possesses the
‘potential’ to populate a nation in one
single emission only to bear a few
offspring (maximum) over an entire
lifetime. Therefore, Jing is not solely for
procreation, nor for mere seconds of
pleasure, but for health, spiritual
development, and evolution

By Adam Wallace .
adam@qimagaz ine .c om

Jing, or ‘bodily essence’, is the material foundation for health and longevity,
according to Traditional Chinese Medicine. There is no Shen (spirit) without Qi
(vital energy) and no Qi without Jing. Thus, the formula for health is Jing-Qi-Shen.

JING - The foundation of HealthJING - The foundation of Health

Jing is stored, and
combined with ‘deep-
breathing exercises’

Jing is stored, and
combined with ‘deep-
breathing exercises’
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Be grateful to those who have
made you firm and resolute and
helped in your achievement

Living in a
Grateful
World

Be grateful to those who have hurt or harmed you,
for they have reinforced your determination.

Be grateful to those who have deceived you,
for they have deepened your insight.

Be grateful to those who have hit you,
for they have reduced your karmic obstacles.

Be grateful to those who have abandoned you,
for they have taught you to be independent.

Be grateful to those who have made you stumble,
for they have strengthened your ability.

Be grateful to those who have denounced you,
for they have increased your wisdom and concentration.
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Feng Shui for the Living RoomFeng Shui for the Living Room
Part V

51.The tables in your living room should
match the sizes of the other furniture
in the room. If you have a table in
front of the sofa, generally it will be
one third of its size. However, a table
should not dominate or make the
room smaller. This will give you good
relaxation. It means you will stay in
one place more.

52.If there is no table in front of the sofa,
this means that you will do more
things and be more active. You will
tend to come join up more as a
family and do more activities together.

53.A good living room should have a rug
which gives a focus to the centre of
the room, like a Dantian. This means
the people living there will have more
focus and complete their goals.

54.It is good to have photos of family
and friends as this will bring up the
warm feeling and you will have lots
of friends and family visit. It should
be balanced with other things,
though, and not be too much as can
become confusing.

55.The living room should have enough
lighting. The ceiling should have one
light and there should be other
lighting as well. If there is enough
light in the room, then it will bring
up your energy and you will not feel
tired and you have a good a future.

Colours and Elements
Everyone has a personal element

which belongs to their year of birth.
These are based on the Five Elements of
Wood, Fire, Earth, Metal and Water. Wood
relates to the colours brown and green.
Fire relates to the colours red, orange
and pink. Earth relates to the colour
yellow. Metal is related to the colour
white and Water to the colours blue,
purple, black and grey.

Each of the elements have a
relationship with each other, either

A room with a table which is balanced
with the furniture around it.

A room with a table that is too big and
so disturbs the rest of the room.

Your living room is one of the most important rooms in your house.
Often your home is centred around it and you spend most of your time
with your family in it. So it is important that the Feng Shui is right.
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supporting or depleting. This is shown in
the figure above. The supporting
elements are on the outside of the circle
and follow each other. If it is a depleting
element, then it is the arrow inside of
the circle.

If you are a Wood person, then
you will tend to like nature, gardening,
herbs, understanding and dealing with
human things.

If you are a Fire person, then you
like excitement, dancing, dramatic things,

talking and socialising and lots of bright
colours.

If you are an Earth person, you
will like knowledge, reading, studying to
reach a higher level, like to do things
one step at a time, in order. If you are a
metal person, you like cars, machines,
are good for computer programming, are
good at organising, like clean clothes and
environment.

If you are a water person, you like
more low key and like to help and support
people. You are more quiet.

Sometimes, you may be more like
more than one element, but it is the
element you favour most. For instance,
you like studying and also you like
gardening. If you find you can stay in
the garden longer than you can read a
book, then you are then more a wood
person than earth person.

If you know you are the element
Wood, then you can see that Water will
support wood. So the colours blue, black,
purple and grey will be good colours for
you. If you are Earth element, then Fire
will support you and so you should use
the colours pink, red or orange. However,
you should not use two different colours
whose elements are against each other.
This will cause fighting and confusion.

If your partner is an opposing
element, you should look at the partner
who is the income maker of the family
as they support everyone

by Michael Tse

A rug in the room
creates a focus and acts
like the Dantian of the room.

A room with good
balanced lighting will
bringupgoodenergy.
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The Five
Elements
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